
Marine Debris 

Vocabulary 



formed from undigested materials that the bird then 

regurgitates as part of its normal feeding process 



 a scientist who STUDIES LIVING organisms, 

including plants and animals 

Bill Hannah Nohea Megan Stacey Kallie 



Hawksbill Sea Turtle 



an organism (plant, animal, fungus, or bacterium) that is NOT 

native and has negative effects on our economy, our environment, 

or our health 

Roi Fish 



non-native aquatic plants, animals or microscopic 

organisms that can be transported to other waters 

via marine debris 



Small plastic particles in the environment that are generally 

between 1 and 5 mm or Microscopic. They can come from a 

variety of sources, including cosmetics, clothing, and industrial 

processes. 



a system of circular ocean currents formed by the Earth’s wind 

patterns and the forces created by the rotation of the planet 



the ability or tendency to float in water 



Green sea turtle  



Honuʻea 

Īlioholoikauaua 
Koholā 

A species of animal  

or plant that  

is seriously at  

risk of extinction 



A traditional way of dividing land, that can stretch from 

mauka to makai.  

Follows natural boundaries, like mountain ridges or 

streams. Each has the necessary foods and materials for 

ʻohana to live  



Pieces of information that a scientist will gather and look 

at. Consists of information collected through research, 

experiments, and OBSERVATIONS. 



process by which a substance or object is 

broken down via sunlight 



Any man-made material or object that is directly or indirectly, 

intentionally or unintentionally, disposed of or abandoned into the 

marine environment  



Fishing gear that has been lost or abandoned. 



Ocean side  

Opposite of “mauka” 



Plastics that have obvious bite marks  



A way of solving a problem or dealing with a difficult 

situation 



plastic items that are used only once such as 

drink bottles, plastic wrap, disposable utensils, 

plastic bags, food packaging 



A pipe system which includes grates, gutters, underground pipes, 

streams, or open channels designed to transport rain from 

developed areas to a body of water (the ocean in Hawaiʻi).  



The eating of a piece of debris by an animal. May 

cause blockages in the digestive tract, suffocation, or 

a false fullness that can lead to malnutrition or 

starvation.   



A small, round pellet that is produced as the raw 

form of plastic. They are melted down and used to 

form plastic products. 



The process by which a substance or an object that came 

directly from a living thing is broken down, or decomposed, by 

living things. 



The looping of a piece of debris around part of an 

animal’s body. May impair swimming and feeding, 

cause suffocation, decrease ability to elude 

predators, and cause open wounds.  



A reasonable or educated guess. Based on 

observations, research, and what is already known 

about the subject. 


